MIRRORS

CONVEX MIRROR
HEAVY DUTY ACRYLIC
The weather resistant heavy duty acrylic convex mirror is versatile and robust
and will handle many industrial and traffic situations. Complete with a fully
adjustable wall mounting bracket (optional pole mounting accessories are
available) which is easy to install and allows the mirror to be angled in the most
effective position. The mirror face is manufactured from optical grade 100%
virgin acrylic and vacuum metalised using 99% pure Aluminium. These
advanced mirroring and shaping techniques result in a super bright, clear
reflection with no distortion. For industrial and outdoor situations where
extreme weather is not experienced, the heavy duty acrylic mirror is ideal.

FEATURES INCLUDE:








2mm or 3mm acrylic mirror face
Pure reflective coating
Vinyl Celuka Back
Vinyl extrusion
Includes Outdoor J-Bracket to fix to wall (wall mounting screws not included)
Pole Mounting Kit available (U-Bolt Accessory Pack)
Sizes: 300mm, 450mm, 600mm, 760mm, 900mm, 1200mm

HEAVY DUTY ACRYLIC

HEAVY DUTY STAINLESS STEEL
The unbreakable stainless steel Heavy Duty convex mirror is ideal in situations
where vandalism is a problem. This tough and durable mirror can withstand
hard knocks in industrial situations or where projectile objects, such as rocks,
are an issue. Complete with a fully adjustable wall mounting bracket (optional
pole mounting accessories are available) which is easy to install and allows the
mirror to be angled in the most effective position. The mirror face is made from
304 grade 18 gauge highly polished stainless steel for a bright, clear reflection
with no distortion. Best suited for Industrial and outdoor situations where
extreme weather is not experienced.

HEAVY DUTY STAINLESS STEEL

FEATURES INCLUDE:








Unbreakable stainless steel mirror face
Vinyl Celuka Back
Vinyl extrusion
Includes Outdoor J-Bracket to fix to wall or ceiling
Wall Mounting screws Not included
Pole mounting kit available

Sizes: 600mm, 800mm, 1000mm

MOUNTING BRACKET

